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www.incpu.org/Restoring-MBI-to-its-roots.htm
www.incpu.org/Restoring-MBI-to-its-roots.pdf
This is, Lord-willing, the start of a project and process to restore Moody to its roots and the foundation
and covenant that DL Moody made with God to train men and women to study and teach the Word of
God literally and serve Him in the workplace and the communities, and to share the gospel of Jesus
Christ and God’s Word (The Bible) wherever they go.
Greetings fellow brothers and sisters in Christ and friends,
This is an interesting new endeavor (and I believe an important one) for us here at the INCPU and FEDBP
ministry teams. We are seeking to restore a college that is being destroyed from the inside – from the
top, by those who are listening to #Rockefeller commands, including Rockefeller-controlled/funded
#ATS secret commands, instead of to God’s Word. This needs to be corrected, and the more we can
work together on this, we have the opportunity and hope of saving one of the most faithful of the Bible
teaching schools in the US – right in the heart of the mafia-controlled city known as both “the Windy
City” and “the machine” by those who have lived and do live there. One of the reasons I’m writing in
addition to my team’s own concern is because I also know (from experience) that some of our research
reports and posts reach Moody staff, Moody alumni, Moody donors, and Moody friends. I seek to work
with all of you as we work together to restore, for those who are willing and whom God leads.
A little history about Moody Bible Institute might be needed here to help some catch up, so we’re all on
the same page and can pray together for this restoring. DL Moody (Dwight Lyman Moody) started
Moody Bible Institute in the home of a faithful friend – teaching Bible studies. That was back in 1870. DL
Moody was both a Bible teacher and a well-known evangelist, and though he was not perfect (as none
of God’s honest leaders are), he stood and taught the Word of God as boldly as he could – turning many
from sin to Jesus. God used him – mightily. So the Bible school started with a small dream of a Bibleteaching university to train laymen – common people, to study and teach the Word of God wherever
they went and in whatever occupation they found. The Moody Bible Institute (as we know it today)
started in 1883. The history is fascinating and I read the history back when I was in grade school. MBI’s
online history seems to do a decent job, but there is much more if you can find an old DL Moody
biography.
> https://www.moody.edu/about/our-bold-legacy/history-of-moody-bible-institute
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Mr. Moody was known for being as careful as he could be, standing on God’s Word – even when it made
him unpopular… or shall we say: even hated, but some – that is the corrupt people in politics and
corrupt Vatican religious circles, as well as with the satanic-cult underling of the Vatican’s Jesuits, called
the “Freemasons” or simply “masons”. The masons are their own brand of evil – hiding among us and
parading themselves, as the shriners do. Many should know that those who climb the satanic ladder of
masonry and then become shriners are even more evil leaders, including with blood-oaths. The masons
currently run many things in the US, including many of the politics in the largest cities, all of the unions
you can name as well as the “Chamber of Commerce”, and many other little groups. I’ve had to find out
who they were starting years ago, gleaning from many along the way, including their own historians, of
why they are such a problem and disease in society. Masons are indeed a religion who claims to not be a
religion, but is working to unite all religions under a “god” who doesn’t exist. And at the top of masonry,
they believe and worship Lucifer as “god”. The Shriners at the top confess: “Allah is “god” and
Mohammad is his “prophet””… Where have I heard that before?... Hmm… Oh yes, the Vatican tool and
secret army – the religion of islam. And despite the confusion and intentional lies from those in masonry
who are bound by blood-oath to lie to the lower masonic levels and especially to anyone outside
masonry, you can find out what they are about and their quotes that show who they serve. Here are
several resources.
> http://www.incpu.org/new-mason-tract.jpg
> http://www.incpu.org/new-masonry-tract.pdf
> http://www.cuttingedge.org/free004.html
> http://www.ephesians5-11.org/
> https://www.chick.com/catalog/assortments/0931.asp
> http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm
> https://www.christianministriesintl.org/article/should-christians-join-the-masonic-lodge/
So let’s skip forward to Moody Bible Institute – today. Many things have changed in the last 135 or so
years. Some have been good, some have not. But to simplify history, starting at the end of last year, the
tide has been trying to destroy Moody from inside.
Mr. Moody once said: “Christians should live in the world, but not be filled with it. A ship lives in the
water, but if the water gets in the ship, she goes to the bottom. So Christians may live in the world,
but if the world gets into them, they sink.” That’s pretty good old-fashioned teaching. But he’s
borrowing from clear teachings in the Scriptures.
“Your glorying is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven leavens the whole lump?” (1st
Corinthians 5:6)
“15 Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father
is not in him. 16 For all that is in the world—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of
life—is not of the Father but is of the world. 17 And the world is passing away, and the lust of it; but
he who does the will of God abides forever.” (1st John 2:15-17)
“Where do wars and fights come from among you? Do they not come from your desires for pleasure
that war in your members? 2 You lust and do not have. You murder and covet and cannot obtain. You
fight and war. Yet you do not have because you do not ask. 3 You ask and do not receive, because you
ask amiss, that you may spend it on your pleasures. 4 Spiritual adulterers and adulteresses! Do you
not know that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be a friend
of the world makes himself an enemy of God.” (James 4:1-4)
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“14 Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers. For what fellowship has righteousness with
lawlessness? And what communion has light with darkness? 15 And what accord has Christ with
Belial? Or what part has a believer with an unbeliever? 16 And what agreement has the temple of God
with idols? For you[a] are the temple of the living God. As God has said: “I will dwell in them And walk
among them. I will be their God, And they shall be My people.” 17 Therefore “Come out from among
them And be separate, says the Lord. Do not touch what is unclean, And I will receive you.” 18 “I will
be a Father to you, And you shall be My sons and daughters, Says the Lord Almighty.” 7:1 Therefore,
having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit,
perfecting holiness in the fear of God.” (2nd Corinthians 6:14-7:1)
Those are verses that Mr. Moody taught often and well to many audiences, here in the US and outside
the US. Those are also verses that contradict the direction and corrupt activities of the current Moody
top-leadership. There is fights and wars among them because they are doing sins and activities that they
know are wrong, and fighting against those who are merely reminding them of the Word of God. For
those who do not yet know the current situation at Moody, let’s start with last November.
Last November (2017), The corrupt leadership at Moody Bible Institute decided to fire 30 to 34 faculty
(that we know of) at their Chicago campus – the main campus. (I plan to publish a progression of the
corruption over the last 2 years very shortly). Based on articles, eyewitness reports and open-letters
from the MBI staff, the corrupt top-leadership at Moody is not firing the dishonorable professors that
they should be. No, the top-leadership is firing anyone who asks questions and those who are trying to
get the buried-corruption corrected. The corrupt top leadership of Moody right now is trying to cover up
their corruption, including: the secrets going on in the condo on top of Jenkins Hall and used exclusively
by Jerry B. Jenkins and family – (there are some serious concerns here). The leadership is also covering
up the illegal and dishonest “loan” to former almost-disgraced Moody President, Paul Nyquist, so that
he could purchase (start payments on) a high-end condo next to the Moody property, a “loan” that the
IRS records show no attempt to repay… And to make matters worse, this “loan” to the former President
Nyquist incidentally caused the Moody staff to have to scale back and close the Spokane Washington
campus as well as the extension campus in Pasadena, CA. This leadership also covered up and has
hidden or tried to bury the information about Mr. Jenkins gambling at a time when it was against Moody
rules for their faculty.
There are more things they are covering up than that. You can find some of the information in these
sources:
> https://www.christianpost.com/news/moody-bible-institute-facing-controversy-over-faculty-cuts-lowstudent-enrollment-212756/
> https://www.christiantoday.com/article/moody-bible-institute-under-pressure-as-it-fires-radiopresenter-who-alleged-dodgy-dealings/123356.htm
> http://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2018/january/moody-bible-president-paul-nyquist-resignsjulie-roys-fired.html
> https://standupforthetruth.com/2018/01/changes-climate-science-technology-and-moody-bibleinstitute/
> http://www.patheos.com/blogs/warrenthrockmorton/2018/01/09/whistleblowing-moody-radio-hostjulie-roys-moody-bible-institute/
> http://pulpitandpen.org/2018/01/10/moody-bible-institute-president-resigns-amidst-scandal/
> https://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=27735
> http://julieroys.com/moody-bible-institute-facing-unprecedented-crisis-please-pray/
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> http://julieroys.com/luxury-suite-questionable-loans-officers-gambling-shocking-truth-leadershipmbi/
> http://julieroys.com/breaking-mbi-president-provost-coo-resign/
> http://julieroys.com/mbi-professors-affirm-inerrancy-depends-definition/
> There are many more reports that I have read and can share, and information is also still coming out as
some of us are working to put pressure steadily to resolve the issues that are being ignored and covered
up.
Here is a letter that has not gotten an honest answer yet – written from rightfully-concerned staff and
faculty members who were concerned about being wrongfully fired for asking important questions, so
they kept their identity anonymous
> http://www.incpu.org/MBI-staff-Letter2.pdf
And here is another letter that has not gotten an honest answer yet – written from rightfully-concerned
students and alumni, who were concerned about libel or backlash for asking important questions, so
they too kept their identity anonymous
> http://www.incpu.org/MBI-alumni-letter1.pdf
Since November last year (2017), the blog called “A Broken Twig” was also asking good questions… but
was taken down. No clarification from the Moody staff has explained it. I can take an educated guess
from being a citizen investigative journalist for over 17 years – they were threatened with harm of some
sort, or a (bluff) of a “libel case” so they shut it down. I’d like to personally see more of their notes and
others to get it out to all of you. Please join me in prayer on that and/or msg me or email me with tips
on this – they are anonymous unless otherwise stated – Steven.H3(at)gmail.com
And yet on top of all of these scandals currently unresolved, many (if not all) of these 30 to 34 faculty
(staff and professors) were fired wrongfully – and many of them without even an explanation, because
there was not honest explanation – the word is: “coverup”. Prosecutions and/or lawsuits need to be in
order to stop these top pride and money driven leaders from completely destroying Moody, while
blaming it on other people and unrelated things, and ignoring their own actions. The atmosphere of fear
needs to stop – right now. Those who can handle the heat, we need you to stand up. Please stay in
contact with those us who can stand with you. Reach out – you will find many people more ready to
help than you might realize. But, for those who cannot handle the heat, please consider reaching out to
honorable outlets outside the corruption circle who can quote you/them anonymously and keep the
pressure on the leadership until all of the current problems and wrongful firings are corrected and
resolved. The majority of rapid-corruption that we are watching right now seems to have happened
under Mr. Nyquist (former president) and Mr. Lutzer (former “pastor” – more like Jesuit-law trained
leader and crafty storyteller and historian).
For those who may be surprised that I’m studying this out so much, please allow to explain. For almost
20 years, my family and I have silently watched and prayed for Moody and it’s team and networks. I
grew up in central Florida – but as a young kiddo, I wanted to go to Moody – despite the cold weather of
the Windy City. But… life didn’t work that way. Instead I have settled down and am doing ministry and
work here in central Florida. But, my heart has been with honest Bible schools like Moody. And I have
kept track of many things about them and have donated to them, and intend to keep doing that. But,
what was withheld from me and other donors then and now is this: the truth and their scandals that
they all keep “in-house” because it’s “internal matters”. Lies. As my family and team see it, the time has
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come to clean out the corruption and for Moody to be restored to the honorable anti-Jesuit and antimasonic Bible-based foundation it once was built on.
“For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house of God; and if it begins with us first, what
will be the end of those who do not obey the gospel of God?” (1st Peter 4:17)
As with many other projects my team and I have taken on – this too is going to take a team. To the
Moody alumni and friends, please know… though I’d love to meet those who I work together on this
project here on Earth… if I don’t, that’s ok. Either way, I have one simple request in two-parts from each
of you reading this. Please, stand up to and pray (even oppose) against the corrupt you can find. If you
are willing, I’d be happy to talk with you off the record by msg or email – no name or other details
needed. I often quote anonymous sources – that has been my pattern in my citizen investigative
journalism and reporting for years (over 18 years), and I intend to – with God’s help, I plan to continue
that pattern. And as I said before, some of those who read my posts are Moody alumni or team and
friends as I’ve met and talked with some along the way because of my care for honest Bible-teaching
universities like Moody once was and I believe can be restored to.
One key issue we are all going to need to address concerning Moody’s leadership and professors is
Biblical inerrancy, and yes it *is* a key issue, as Mrs. Roys’ article so well outlines, with the help of Mr.
Weber too.
> http://julieroys.com/mbi-professors-affirm-inerrancy-depends-definition/
***
So, now that you know where I’m aiming and what team you’re working with, let’s look briefly at what I
can find on facts that need clarification, or to be taken from my hands and used by others closer to
Moody to help the accountability go deeper.
This is the list I was able to find after combing through 3 lists of faculty – one from pre-2014, one from
2015, and one from 2018. It lists those that were employed by Moody in 2015, but are not now. What it
does not list is information I don’t have – those who were not immediately fired, but were notified that
they will be considered “fired” at the end of this year’s term.
Newly Fired and/or no longer employed at Moody since 2015:
Rimon Armaly
David Bany
Haley Batt
Ronald Belisle
Jayanthi Benjamin
Lindsey Branson
Wally Cirafesi
Jonathan De Jongh
Ronald Denison
Janay Garrick
Timothy Gregory
John Hart
Brian Jaworski
Raju D. Kunjummen
Elizabeth Lightbody
William Marty
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Craig Masselink
Sajan Mathews
Walter McCord
Julie Roys
Gary Rownd
William Torgesen III
Cynthia Uitermarkt
Julius Wong Loi Sing
Christopher Yuan
?Slated to be fired at end of semester? (Both of these people below – Mrs. Naegele and Mr. Weber are currently listed on www.moody.edu as employed faculty, but they were given termination notice by
the Moody leadership… so, my question is: When are these two going to be officially fired? And who
else is slated to be fired and is not fired yet? Maybe we can help them keep their jobs and overturn the
corrupt leadership instead. I need someone’s help (hopefully several anonymous helpers) to figure out
who else is on this list, even if do not publish it. As I see it, we need to help them keep their jobs. The
Moody alumni, staff, donors and friends deserve to know what’s going on, even if the current leadership
is doing what deceptive corrupt leadership does – denying wrongdoing even when caught, and blaming
anyone who exposes them. I have nothing to lose by calling out the corrupt leadership – but much to
gain. I hope to work with whoever I can to keep Moody intact. Accountability is not easy, but is very
worth it in the end. Will you join me in holding the Moody corrupt top-staff accountable? Thank you. My
team and I are also praying that enough info comes out so that those wrongfully fired can file proper
lawsuits or legal actions against these leaders who are rejecting God’s Word as their authority.
? Beth Naegele ?
? Rich Weber ?
Newly Hired: These people were hired by Moody since 2015. And they need to know the corruption at
the Chicago headquarters, if they don’t already know. As I said before, at some point, it’s going to take a
team to stand down the corrupt top-leadership of Moody.
Elaine Ackerman
Brad Baurain
Colette Blakely
Mary Cloutier
Deborah Gorton
Greg Hellen
Craig Hendrickson
Dominick Hernandez
Emily Malone
Nathan McMillan
Matthew Moore
Holly Porter
Kerwin Rodriguez
Steven Sanchez
John Trent
Alin Vrancilla
Gary Woodroof
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In conclusion, Thank you. Thank you for your help. Thank you for caring. And thank you for praying for
the honorable to find God’s protection and restitution, and for the corrupt to be caught and to repent or
for the rightful consequences to be applied, the sooner the better.
I have one final request: Please send this to everyone connected with Moody – staff, student, alumni,
faculty and donor. We need to get the word out.
Thank you again.
~ Watching, Preaching, Praying, your growing bro,
Steven Henry (SH) with the INCPU News and FEDBP ministry teams

